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Book ships over 1-2 business days Chapters Digital PDF only view sections hide chapters of endless day, forever at night. Rocking festivals, majestic aurora borealis. With effortlessly chic cities and outlying forests, Scandinavia attracts both style gurus and wildlife hikers. Lonely Planet will
enter the heart of Scandinavia with amazing travel experiences and the best planning tips. Swim in norwegian fjords or hike miles and miles from the wilderness; gap miracle aurora borealis; or drown back into Iceland's geothermal pools amidst mind-bending landscapes; all with their trusted



travel companion. Get to the heart of Scandinavia and start your journey now! Inside Lonely Planet's Scandinavia Travel Guide: Colorful maps and images across events and itineraries will help you customize your journey to your personal needs and interests insider tips on how to save time
and money and get around as a place, avoiding crowds and trouble spots Essential information at hand – opening hours, phone numbers, websites, transit tips, prices honest reviews on all budgets – eat , sleeping, sight seeing, going out, shopping, hidden gems that most guides miss
cultural insights give you richer, more useful travel experiences - history, art, literature, music, architecture, landscapes, wildlife, design Over 13 maps Coverage Includes: Iceland, Reykjavik, Blue Lagoon and Golden Circle, Norway, Oslo, Norwegian Fjords, Sweden, Stockholm, Gothenburg,
Denmark, Copenhagen, Tallinn, Estonia, Finland, Helsinki, Lakeland (Finland), Far North and Arctic Circle and more Book Information ISBN : 9781786575647 Writers: Anthony Ham, Alexis Averbuck, Carolyn Bain, Oliver Berry, Cristian Bonetto, Belinda Dixon, Mark Elliott, Catherine Le
Nevez, Virginia Maxwell, Craig McLachlan, Hugh McNaughtan, Becky Ohlsen, Andy Symington, Mara Vorhees, Benedict Walker, Donna Wheeler 512 pages, 128pp color, 54 maps | Stools: 128mm × 197mm Next edition: October 2022 Lonely Planet: The world's leading tour guide publisher
Lonely Planet Scandinavia is your passport for all the most relevant and up-to-date tips on what to see, what to spend and what hidden discoveries await you. Cruise through Norway's majestic fjords, float in Iceland's Blue Lagoon or sample Copenhagen's finest new Nordic cuisine; all with
their trusted travel companion. Get to the heart of Scandinavia and start your journey now! Lonely Planet Scandinavian Travel Guide: Color maps and images across accents and itineraries show the easiest way to tailor your journey to your personal needs and interests Insider tips save you
time and money and help you travel as a local, crowds and trouble spots Essential information at hand – including opening hours, phone numbers, websites, transit tips and prices Honest reviews of all budgets, including eating, eating, sight, exit, shopping and hidden gems, which most
managers miss cultural insights give you a richer and more rewarding travel experience, including history, art, literature, cinema, music, architecture, landscapes, wildlife and cuisine. More than 53 maps useful features – including itineraries, each month (annual festival calendar) and Natural
Wonders photos feature Norway, Denmark, Sweden, Iceland, Finland, Tallinn and more Perfect Choice:Planet Lonely Scandinavia, our most comprehensive guide to Scandinavia, is perfect for those planning to explore the most popular sights and go down a less-driven path. Looking for
just a few of the places included in this guide? Check out the relevant Lonely Planet Travel Guides, our most detailed guides that cover top celebrities and less traveled roads. Authors: Written and researched by Lonely Planet, Andy Symington, Carolyn Bain, Cristian Bonetto, Anthony Ham
and Anna Kaminski.About Lonely Planet: Started in 1973, Lonely Planet has become the world's leading travel guide publisher with guides to every place on the planet, as well as an award-winning website, a collection of mobile and digital travel products and a dedicated traveller
community. Lonely Planet's mission is to enable curious travelers to experience the world and actually get to the heart of the places where they find themselves. TripAdvisor Travelers' Choice Awards 2012 and 2013 winner favorite travel guide categoryLonely Planet Heads simply like no
other. - The New York Times is a lonely planet. It's on everyone's bookshelves; it's in the hands of each traveler. He's on mobile phones. It's online. It's everywhere, and it tells generations of people how to travel the world. - Fairfax Media (Australia) Books eBooks NOOK Tutorials
Newsstand Teens &amp;amp; YA Kids Toys Games &amp;amp; Collectibles Stationery &amp; Gifts Movies &amp; TV Music Sale Start my own review in Sweden It was one of the two books I had in Sweden during a three-week trip. Like another reader, I found that there was a lot of
information that I didn't need (food and hotels). I liked the information about the various cities I visited and information about some activities and places. It was one of the two books I had in Sweden during a three-week trip. Like another reader, I found that there was a lot of information that I
didn't need (food and hotels). I liked the information about the various cities I visited and information about some activities and places. ... the more I like to read travel guides. Information and insight make for a great vicarious holiday. This book will probably make into a small bunch of books
I keep here because I have an obsession with Scandinavia. I really hope that we have to go visit Sweden because it's a charming country. I love reading travel guides. Guides. information and insight to make a great vicarious holiday. This book will probably make into a small bunch of books
I keep here because I have an obsession with Scandinavia. I really hope that we have to go visit Sweden because it's a charming country. ... more In a sense, I don't appreciate LP guides because they focus too much on hotels and restaurants (do I care about eating Vietnamese food in
Malmö?). On the other hand, they briefly know the spirit of the country in principle. Personally, I didn't really care about Scandinavian geology, but I liked, for example, the concepts of sami and Sweden's relationship with its neighbours in history. All, of course, are conveyed through the lens
of tourism. After touring the Club Italiano Guide, probabl in a way, I didn't appreciate LP guides because they focus too many hotels and restaurants (do I care about eating Vietnamese food in Malmö?). On the other hand, they briefly know the spirit of the country in principle. Personally, I
didn't really care about Scandinavian geology, but I liked, for example, the concepts of sami and Sweden's relationship with its neighbours in history. All, of course, are conveyed through the lens of tourism. After touring the Club Italiano guide, probably the best on the market. ... more
Almost too much information:). Excellent travel guide for both travelers and residents of Sweden. Lonely Planet Books are essential, I just wish they had a better link map text, and a page ref from the map key. Solid Lonely Planet stuff must get it out of the library again before going. Not
much information about your special interests, but a pretty good description of the areas I would like to go. You have enough ideas on what to do during our summer holidays. It's always nice to plan that with this guide and already having a lot of fun doing it before you go. Daily toursMulti
day adventureBest rated flexible cancellation6 min read • Posted on 23 September 2020 These seven European and Scandinavian resorts are doing things a little differently.7 min read • Posted on 22 Mar 2017While Malmö may be sweden's third largest city with 330 000 inhabitants, it
remains diverse with an influx of migrants and refugees representing ... 5 mins to read • Posted on 29 October 2012What is hunting lodge-themed restaurants, the reckless plundering that led to the global financial crisis and these wild hipster beards all have in common... 2 mins to read •
Posted on 18 August 2010 Danes are obsessed with coziness. All of them. Even the heaviest leather-clad cyclist will recommend a bar based on his hygge factor. Danish... Danish...
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